Mending Broken Hearts for Youth
Healing from Unresolved Grief & Intergenerational Trauma

Develop the capacity of individuals and communities to heal from unresolved grief and the
losses created by the legacy of Historical and Intergenerational Trauma.
Unresolved Grief
Unresolved grief is a significant issue
in Indigenous communities.
Unresolved grief occurs when
relationships are broken by death,
separation, divorce, or anger. People
feel a sense of incompleteness, that
they should have said “I love you” or
they should have expressed how they
felt in other ways.
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our broken hearts.
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Mending Broken Hearts for Youth
Healing from Unresolved Grief & Intergenerational Trauma

Develop the capacity in our Youth to build healthy communities by helping them heal from unresolved
grief created by Historical and Intergenerational Trauma-direct effects of
the Boarding School Era.

Topics & Themes

Outcomes

• Ribbon Ceremony & Commitments
• Intergenerational Trauma

1. Understand the way our belief
system shapes our ability to grieve

Facilitate Circles in Community
1. Set up Mending Broken Hearts:
Healing from Unresolved Grief and

• Exploration of Grief

2. Recognize the characteristics of grief

Intergenerational Trauma

• Messages and Myths

3. Recognize what to do and what not

workshops in your own community

• Masks We Wear

to do with someone who is grieving

• Community Resources

4. Recognize and remove the masks we

• Personal Trauma & Loss Chart

use to hide our grief

• Incomplete Relationship History

5. Apply the Natural Order for

• Sharing Incomplete Relationships
• Speaking from Your Heart

in dealing with grief
3. Assist family members and friends
in dealing with the legacy of
Boarding Schools and the

resolving grief
6. Create an action plan for completing

• Letter for Mending Broken Hearts

2. Assist family members and friends

incomplete relationships and
healing from grief

experiences of Intergenerational
Trauma
4. Make lesson plans for
implementing each of the sessions
5. Organize and lead community
talking circles
6. Apply traditional ceremonies to
specific aspects of the grieving
process
7. Apply mind mapping as a learning
and organizing tool
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